Survival and divergence in a small group: The extraordinary genomic history of the endangered Apennine brown bear stragglers
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About 100 km east of Rome, in the central Apennine Mountains, a critically endangered population of ~50 brown bears lives in complete isolation. Mating outside this population is prevented by several 100 km of bear-free territories. We exploited this natural experiment to better understand the gene and genomic consequences of surviving at extremely small population size. We found that brown bear populations in Europe lost connectivity since Neolithic times, when farming communities expanded and forest burning was used for land clearance. In central Italy, this resulted in a 40-fold population decline. The overall genomic impact of this decline included the complete loss of variation in the mitochondrial genome and along long stretches of the nuclear genome. Several private and deleterious amino acid changes were fixed by random drift; predicted effects include energy deficit, muscle weakness, anomalies in cranial and skeletal development, and reduced aggressiveness. Despite this extreme loss of diversity, Apennine bear genomes show nonrandom peaks of high variation, possibly maintained by balancing selection in favorable behavioral changes. To whom correspondence should be addressed. Email: ggb@unife.it.


Significance

A small and relict population of brown bears lives in complete isolation in the Italian Apennine Mountains, providing a unique opportunity to study the impact of drift and selection on the genomes of a large endangered mammal and reconstruct the phenotypic consequences and the conservation implications of such evolutionary processes. The Apennine bear is highly inbred and harbors very low genomic variation. Several deleterious mutations have been accumulated by drift. We found evidence that this is a consequence of habitat fragmentation in the Neolithic, when human expansion and land clearance shrank its habitat, and that retention of variation at immune system and olfactory receptor genes as well as changes in diet and behavior prevented the extinction of the Apennine bear.


About 100 km east of Rome, in the central Apennine Mountains, a critically endangered population of ~50 brown bears lives in complete isolation. Mating outside this population is prevented by several 100 km of bear-free territories. We exploited this natural experiment to better understand the gene and genomic consequences of surviving at extremely small population size. We found that brown bear populations in Europe lost connectivity since Neolithic times, when farming communities expanded and forest burning was used for land clearance. In central Italy, this resulted in a 40-fold population decline. The overall genomic impact of this decline included the complete loss of variation in the mitochondrial genome and along long stretches of the nuclear genome. Several private and deleterious amino acid changes were fixed by random drift; predicted effects include energy deficit, muscle weakness, anomalies in cranial and skeletal development, and reduced aggressiveness. Despite this extreme loss of diversity, Apennine bear genomes show nonrandom peaks of high variation, possibly maintained by balancing selection, at genomic regions significantly enriched for genes associated with immune and olfactory systems. Challenging the paradigm of increased extinction risk in small populations, we suggest that random fixation of deleterious alleles (i) can be an important driver of divergence in isolation, (ii) can be tolerated when balancing selection prevents random loss of variation at important genes, and (iii) is followed by or results directly in favorable behavioral changes.

Living in complete isolation at very small population size can drive a species to extinction because of several processes: (i) inbreeding, which unmasks recessive deleterious mutations, becomes unavoidable when only a few potential mates are available (1); (ii) genetic drift tends to prevail over natural selection, limiting adaptation and allowing deleterious variants to increase in frequency, possibly until fixation (2, 3); and (iii) low levels of variation are expected, reducing the chances for an individual and for a population to have the genotypes best matching the environmental challenges (4).

This conservation paradigm, strictly related to the extinction vortex metaphor (5), is supported by empirical evidence (6–8), but it is challenged by studies showing that selection can be powerful also at small population sizes (9, 10) and that survival and even demographic expansion can occur with almost no genomic variation (11). Interestingly, if extinction does not occur, drift in small isolated groups can produce, or contribute to, genetic and phenotypic divergence, possibly leading to speciation (12, 13).

To explore the pattern of genomic variation and divergence in a large mammal living in isolation at small population size but
apparently not yet in the extinction vortex (14), we focused our attention on the last population of native Italian brown bear, the Apennine bear.

The Apennine bear consists of a critically endangered population of ∼50 individuals living in the Apennine Mountains in central Italy (Fig. 1A and SI Appendix, Fig. S1) and is usually classified as the endemic subspecies Ursus arctos marsicanus (14–16). Several 100 km preclude any opportunity for natural gene flow between the Apennine bear and the closest brown bear populations in the Alps, even considering the peripheral area of occasional occurrence (SI Appendix, section S1.1). Human persecution has consistently reduced the geographic range and number of Apennine bears in the last few centuries. Even after the establishment of the Abruzzo Lazio and Molise National Park in 1923 and the introduction of legal protection of this species since 1939, the population failed to increase, with reported mortalities mainly caused by deliberate or accidental killing (14). mtDNA data support a strict genetic affinity of the Apennine bear with the geographically closest brown bear populations in the Alps and the Balkans (17–19). Nevertheless, some level of morphological divergence, caused by drift or possibly associated with a diet shift, was inferred from the analyses of skull traits (16). How long the Apennine bear has lived in isolation is not known, but historical records (20) and mtDNA and microsatellite diversity (17) point to at least four to five centuries (40–50 generations).

In this paper, we produced and analyzed whole genomes from brown bears sampled in the Apennine and in other European regions. We reconstruct the demographic history of fragmentation and population size reduction within Europe. We then take advantage of the Apennine bear as the result of a unique natural experiment designed to infer the effects of genetic drift on the genomes and phenotypes of a small and isolated population. As the Apennine bear is an iconic taxon of great interest for conservation but the extinction risks are still unknown, our data will provide a genomic view into the current debate on the best strategy to protect this population.

Results and Discussion

We performed whole-genome sequencing of six Apennine bears and six additional European brown bears from Greece (two individuals), Slovakia (two individuals), the Alps (one individual), and western Spain (one individual) (Fig. 1A and SI Appendix, Table S1). The Alpine individual was born in south Slovenia but sampled about 400 km west in the Adamello National Park in Italy, where it was released in the year 2000 during a reintroduction project (21). Paired end Illumina sequences were aligned...
to the polar bear reference genome (22), and data analyses were performed on these and other available whole-genome data (SI Appendix, Table S1) from two Swedish brown bears, six polar bears, one black bear, and the panda. Four individuals (one from the Apennine, one from the Alps, one from Slovakia, and one from Spain) were sequenced at an average depth of coverage of ∼15x vs. ∼5x for all other individuals. One Apennine individual was excluded from downstream analysis of nuclear sequences because of lower depth of coverage (2.4x). Genetic variation statistics and downstream statistical analyses, when based on ∼5x genomes, were computed using genotype likelihoods.

**Pattern of Variation and Inbreeding Estimates.** All of the Apennine bears in our sample show the same mitochondrial genome sequence. Their nuclear genome has ∼2/3 and 1/3 of the heterozygous sites observed in the Spanish bear and the other brown bears, respectively, and twice as much variation as the polar bear (Fig. 1B and SI Appendix, Tables S3 and S4). Direct estimates on >15x genomes and likelihood-based estimates on ∼5x genomes produced very similar values. Apennine bears show strong patterns in the amount of variation along the nuclear genomes, with long stretches of several megabases of no or almost no variation alternating with regions characterized by levels of variation similar to those observed in other brown bears (Fig. 1E). Long regions of homozygosity, identified as genomic regions >1 Mb where the number of heterozygous sites is never larger than 25 every 50 kb, cover approximately three-quarters of the Apennine genome (Fig. 1C) and have, on the average, five heterozygous sites every 200 kb. This pattern is not seen in other brown bear or polar bear genomes.

The distribution of genetic variation along individual genomes is informative of recent inbreeding (23, 24). In particular, inbred individuals are expected to have long genomic fragments with both average and low heterozygosity values, producing a bimodal distribution of variation when estimated in windows across the genome (25). While all analyzed brown bear individuals produced a bimodal distribution of heterozygosity estimates, the estimated inbreeding coverage $F$, which is based on estimates of the proportion of the genome with low heterozygosity, varied significantly across individuals (SI Appendix, section S2). Apennine bears are highly inbred, with $F$ values between 0.69 and 0.77, whereas the Apennine bear as the most inbred ($F = 0.57$). All other brown bears show $F$ values lower than 0.29. Two points should be noted here. First, inbreeding coverage is known to be correlated with the inbreeding coefficient estimated with population genetics methods or from pedigrees (26), meaning that the $F$ values estimated in the Apennine bears correspond to the value expected in a large population after six generations of full sibbing mating. Second, $F$ values are not solely a consequence of the average variation levels. Polar bears have lower genetic variation than Apennine bears, but they also have very different distribution of variation along the genome (Fig. 1C and E), with either zero or close to zero estimated inbreeding coefficients (SI Appendix, Fig. S4). This is probably a consequence of a longer history at low density and high connectivity in polar bear compared with Apennine bear (22, 27). Apennine bear genomes likely accumulated the effects of strong inbreeding occurring recently, but the fraction of their genomes at high variation still reveals a past history at much higher effective population size.

**Demographic Dynamic.** The inferred demographic trajectory of the Apennine bear before 10 ky is similar to what is observed in other areas in Europe (Fig. 2A and SI Appendix, Fig. S6) and in Alaska (27). We observe a long-term effective population size fluctuating around 20,000–40,000 individuals followed by a drastic decline by approximately one order of magnitude starting ∼100 ky. The simplest explanation for this decline is the climatic cooling associated with the last glacial period, which began after ∼110 ky (28). We find evidence for two different dynamics in brown bear populations at the onset of Holocene warming ∼15–10 ky (Fig. 2A and SI Appendix, Fig. S6): (i) the “continental pattern,” where the decline stops and the effective population sizes remain constant at around 2,000–3,000 individuals in central and northern Europe [Slovakia (SLK1), Italian Alps (ALP1), and Sweden (SWE1) in SI Appendix, Fig. S6]; and (ii) the “peninsular pattern” with a transitory expansion, which is evident in Spain but possible also in the Apennine bear based on the bootstrap analyses, followed by an additional and final decline to a very small population size [Spain (SPA1) and Italian Apennine (APN2) in SI Appendix, Fig. S6].

Demographic dynamics reconstructed from single genomes using pairwise sequentially Markovian coalescent (PSMC) proved very reliable under some simulation scenarios (29) but tend to smooth out steep changes (30) and should be considered with caution when the inference refers to recent events (31–33) or coverage is low (34). We, therefore, further explored the main demographic process that shaped the Apennine genomic variation by performing two additional analyses based on different statistical approaches and exploiting different information in the data. First, we used the approximate Bayesian coalescent approach (35), with site frequency spectra as summary statistics (SI Appendix, section S3.2). This analysis supported a rapid and ∼40-fold decline of the Apennine bear effective size at ∼2,500–8,800 y ago (peak probability 4 ky), starting from a population size of several tens of thousands of individuals (Fig. 2B). Second, we simulated single genomes under different bottleneck scenarios and compared the variation in 50-kb fragments with that observed in the Apennine high-coverage genome. The best fit model assumed that population decline began a few thousand years ago, starting from several thousand individuals and declining to a few hundred individuals (Fig. 2C). Considering these results and the shared demographic dynamics inferred among all brown bears before 10 ky, we conclude that the low level of genetic variation found in the Apennine bear is a consequence of its rapid and recent decline in population size. As discussed below, we believe that this result does not necessarily imply a large Apennine bear population in the past, but it is instead the signature of the process of fragmentation of a previously connected pan-European population.

**Divergence and Fragmentation History.** We estimated a whole-genome neighbor-joining tree (Fig. 1D), which shows an almost instantaneous split separating brown bears originating in different geographic areas. This topology implies that Apennine bears are differentiated to the same degree from all of the other European brown bears, regardless of their geographic distance from those bears. The tree also indicates that Apennine bears are very similar to each other, more than what is observed among individuals from other geographic areas (see also the STRUCTURE analysis in SI Appendix, Figs. S12 and S13).

We next inferred the history of connectivity among European bear populations using an Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC) approach under a nonequilibrium island model (SI Appendix, section S5.2) (35). We assumed that a metapopulation with a large number of demes originated from a single panmictic population. The connectivity parameter $Nm$ ($N =$ effective size, $m =$ migration rate) controls the genetic divergence among demes, and we allowed it to vary in three time intervals. In our model, one of the demes represents the Apennine bear population, and this deme becomes completely isolated at some point in the past. Allele frequency spectra were computed from ∼5,000 noncoding loci with a length of 4,000 bp each and used as summary statistics to compare observed and simulated data, to estimate the posterior densities of $Nm$, and to estimate the timing of evolutionary events. The results of this analysis (Fig. 3) suggested that (i) an ancestral population split occurred a few
100 kya, compatible with the estimated arrival of the brown bear in Europe (36); (ii) a constant and high migration rate, not lower than several dozen animals per generation, existed between demes since the ancestral split and until a few thousand years ago, when the migration rate dropped to a few individuals; and (iii) the Apennine bear has been completely isolated from other European bear populations since ∼1,500 y ago (SI Appendix, Table S6), but the uncertainty interval for the estimated timing of this event and the timing of disruption of global connectivity overlap.

The switch from very high to very low (or zero) population connectivity can be seen as a fragmentation event with an age that corresponds approximately to the divergence time between groups. We, therefore, applied the F statistic approach used to study the human–Neanderthal split (37) to validate our results. This analysis, which is based on the fraction of derived alleles shared among individuals, suggests that the Apennine bear diverged between 2 and 3 kya, a date very close to the estimated fragmentation age (SI Appendix, Fig. S15). An additional ABC analysis based on the pairwise comparison among genomes supports the view that the Apennine bear has not exchanged genes with other populations since a few thousand years (SI Appendix, section 5.3).

In summary, our results (Figs. 1–3) jointly support the following scenario for the brown bear in Europe. After initial colonization, a large and still panmictic population was severely affected by the last glacial interval in terms of effective size but not connectivity. Population decline ceased at the onset of Holocene warming, when population sizes possibly increased in southern areas of Europe. In the last few thousand years, extreme contractions in habitat and population size occurred in Spain and in the Apennine bear, and fragmentation increased among bear populations across Europe. The estimated timing of this fragmentation is compatible with the trend of forest clearance and land cover change related to the introduction and diffusion of agricultural technologies (38–40). In particular, the ice core levoglucosan flux (a biomarker of fire emissions) started to slowly increase in the Holocene, reached two peaks at around 5.5 and 2.5 kya, and then, began to decline (40), consistent with the drop in the forest clearance rate in Europe (41). It seems, therefore, that this second demographic decline was caused mainly by the contraction of habitat caused by farming, which profoundly modified the genetic structure among bear populations. Humans have further impacted bear populations in more recent times, driving this species to extinction in several regions (42).

mtDNA Genomes. The unique and identical mtDNA sequence observed in all Apennine bears is differentiated from the mtDNA genomes found in the Alps (∼20 mutations), Greece (∼70), Spain (∼100), and Slovakia (∼300). Our data are compatible with the known phylogeographic structure in mtDNA found in Europe (Fig. 1D): three major clades can be identified, usually called 1a (Spain and southern Sweden), 1b (Italy, Balkans, and southern Carpathians), and 3a (northeastern Europe), that are usually associated with different glacial refugia and post-glacial recolonization processes (36). This pattern was not observed in the nuclear genomes, and it implies a strong genetic barrier in Sweden and a strict affinity between Apennine and Alpine bears. The discrepancy between nuclear and mitochondrial data is...
likely explained by male-biased dispersal (43–46), and the pattern of low genetic structure that we observed at the Y chromosome further supports this view (47) (SI Appendix, section S7). Until recent times, bear populations were geographically homogenized by males, but female philopatry resulted in some level of mtDNA structuring. Interestingly, habitat destruction and fragmentation have been suggested as a general factor that favors the increase of female philopatry (48, 49). Considering also the wide geographic distribution of mtDNA lineages in the past (50), it is possible that sex differences in the dispersal rate increased a few thousand years ago.

### Adaptation and Maladaptation

The pattern of genomic variation in coding regions is informative on the functional impact of the isolation history of the Apennine bear. We found evidence of two evolutionary processes with opposite outcomes: active maintenance of variation at specific families of genes and fixation by drift of several deleterious alleles.

Three lines of evidence support active maintenance of variation: the comparison between nonsynonymous and synonymous polymorphisms, the comparison between variation erosion along the genome, and the enrichment of specific pathways in the genomic regions that preserved higher variation than expected. First, the Apennine bear retained more variation at nonsynonymous than at synonymous sites (SI Appendix, section S8.1). In particular, when the heterozygous sites observed in a single non-Apennine genome are used as reference, ~40% of nonsynonymous variants are still polymorphic in five Apennine bears in contrast with 30% of synonymous variants (SI Appendix, Tables S12 and S13). This difference reflects a higher probability of retaining nonsynonymous than synonymous polymorphisms, and it is not expected under neutrality (similar fractions are predicted), under positive selection during divergence (more nonsynonymous fixations are predicted), or assuming reduced purifying selection caused by drift (very few heterozygous sites under negative selection are expected in a single non-Apennine reference genome).

Second, in the genomic regions where variation is very high in non-Apennine bears, which may be because of functional or structural reasons, the loss of variation in the Apennine bears was less intense than in other regions (Fig. 4F). In fact, the fraction of 50-kb genomic windows where the Apennine bears reached a level of variation similar to the value observed in the non-Apennine bears was 10 times higher for windows with high compared with windows with average variation levels (SI Appendix, section S8.2).

Third, high-variation windows fall in regions enriched for coding loci, and the significantly overrepresented pathways within these windows include 6 genes related to the adaptive immune system, 39 genes related to the olfactory signaling pathways, and 2 genes related to the digestion of dietary carbohydrate (Fig. 4 A–D and SI Appendix, Table S14). These genes are present in several copies (51–53), and most of them have been suggested to be under balancing selection (54, 55). It seems, therefore, likely that evolutionary processes, such as heterozygote advantage, assisted by a genetic mechanism, such as nonallelic homologous recombination among multiple copies (56, 57), maintain high variation at relevant loci even under strong genetic drift, preserving their role in the interaction with the environment and pathogens. Direct sequencing of two MHC loci in additional individuals confirmed that the level of variation observed in the Apennine population is as high as in other European regions (SI Appendix, section S8.3).

Our results thus support the view that, even in small populations, the random loss of variation does not affect all sites in the same way, and we further contribute to the general debate about the relative role of drift and selection when the effective population size is very small (9–11, 58).

We also find that Apennine and the non-Apennine bear genomes show fixed differences at ~1,000 nuclear genic positions. Even considering the possible underestimation of rare variants because of low sample sizes and the ~5X coverage of most of our genomes, these are genomic positions showing extreme divergence in the Apennine population. Of these fixed differences, 411 produce nonsynonymous changes in 360 genes, 40 of which are predicted to be deleterious in the Apennine bear (none in the non-Apennine group), and 4 others result in a premature stop codon (Fig. 4 A–D and SI Appendix, section S9.1). Several of the fixed
Fig. 4. Active maintenance and random loss of genetic diversity. Boxplot of the average genetic diversity (estimated with ANGSD) within five Apennine brown bears (A), within five European (EUR) brown bears (B), and between these two groups (C) per gene categories and including 10 kb upstream and downstream of each gene. The categories are as follows. High indicates genes in high-diversity genomic windows (SI Appendix, section 8.2). Del indicates genes with nonsynonymous deleterious mutations fixed in the Apennine population (SI Appendix, section 9.1). TA indicates candidate genes associated with TA behavior (SI Appendix, section 9.3). All indicates all of the other genes. (D) Scatterplot of genetic diversity within and between groups in single genes of different categories; gray shades correspond to different numbers of All genes with specific combinations of within and between differentiation. The most divergent gene for each category is indicated (High: RNPC3, Del: CMA1, and TA: GLTSCR2) as well as most of the genes with high diversity in the Apennine population: immune response (HLA and Ig-like), carbohydrates digestion (AMY1B/2B), aflatoxin detoxification (AKR7A1), control of DNA damage (HUS1), lipid transporter activity (APOL2/3), and olfactory receptors (marked with asterisks). Note that some of the genes at high diversity in the Apennine population (e.g., APOL2/3) are not included in the High category, as they were excluded because of marginally overlapping TopWi windows with unusual coverage (SI Appendix, section 8.2). (E) Proportion of fixed differences in genes related to TA behavior is significantly higher (yellow line) than expected at random (gray bars). (F) Genomic windows in the 99th percentile (dashed lines) considering the genetic diversity in the European brown bear are also characterized by high diversity in the Apennine population and are enriched for immune system and olfactory receptor genes (brown shaded boxes). $\theta_W$ in the two groups along scaffold 118 and scaffold 80 is shown as an illustration. Positions of five MHC and six olfactory receptor genes are shown.
mutations were found in genes directly related to or associated with human monogenic disorders; severe anemia, craniofacial and ocular anomalies, small body size, proteinuria, cardiac and skeletal muscle-related diseases, lactate dehydrogenase B deficiency, and problems related to low levels of proteins in the blood. In the Apennine mtDNA genome, three nonsynonymous substitutions occur in the NADH dehydrogenase subunit 5 (ND5) with one of these never observed in a large database of brown and polar bears (SI Appendix, section S9.2). Several ND5 changes have been shown to reduce the activity of complex I, causing different health problems, including muscle weakness. Finally, considering the popular belief and some observations regarding the rather docile temperament of the Apennine bear (no attacks on humans have ever been recorded in the last century), we tested the pattern of divergence between Apennine and non-Apennine bears at 22 genes that were associated with tame/aggressive (TA) behavior (SI Appendix, section S9.3). Interestingly, we found a significant enrichment for fixed differences in these genes (Fig. 4E), suggesting that genetic drift or hunting of the more aggressive or bold individuals (59, 60) may have led to a genetically mediated shift in Apennine bear behavior.

In summary, random fixation of deleterious mutations probably increased the genetic load in the Apennine bear, with negative consequences, such as a reduced ability to produce energy. These genetic changes also produced phenotypic divergence at traits usually used to identify this population, such as the small size, unique cranial morphology, and a less aggressive behavior. Additional behavioral and functional assays will be necessary to prove these hypothetical gene–phenotype links.

Conclusions and Conservation Perspectives. Why do a handful of Apennine bear stragglers survive given their extremely low genomic variation, high inbreeding, and large number of fixed deleterious mutations? Despite the difficulty in assessing the role of genetic factors in past extinctions of small populations, the causative link between low genetic and genomic variation, fitness reduction, and high extinction risk is supported by theoretical arguments and empirical evidence (24, 61–64). Still, the long-term persistence of species at extremely low levels of genomic variation has also been documented (11, 65). We believe that our study, even if based on a limited number of whole genomes, can help explain this apparent contradiction between expectation and observation. We identify an active process of maintenance of variation at crucial genes for pathogen defense and chemical perception. We hypothesize that the lack of competitors reduced the impact of many deleterious mutations (66) and that the highly diversified diet of the brown bear may have compensated for the energy production problems in the Apennine population by facilitating a switch from omnivory to an almost completely vegetarian diet (67, 68). In addition, we infer a genetic component related to a behavioral change toward a less aggressive temperament, which potentially reduced the risk perceived by local human communities and thus limited persecution and attempts to eradicate the Apennine bear. Do these results imply that the extinction risk of the Apennine bear caused by genetic factors is low and therefore that invasive management options, such as genetic rescue via translocation of unrelated individuals (69), are unnecessary?

On the one hand, the benefits of such interventions to reduce inbreeding and favor demographic expansion, even when fitness decay is not reported and only a few individuals are introduced, are well-documented and supported (70). Also, considering that the Apennine bear has been isolated from other bear populations for only several thousand years, adverse outbreeding effects related to hybridization among different populations should be minor if they were to occur at all. Plausible candidates for the genetic rescue of the Apennine bear are the geographically and genetically (mtDNA) closer bear individuals from Slovenia or the Italian Alps. Alternatively, more adaptively similar individuals from Mediterranean areas could be introduced with even larger outbreeding benefits, an outcome supported by a recent study of experimental translocations in fish (71). If implemented, however, we warmly suggest additional genetic and nongenomic analyses for a careful choice of rescuers.

On the other hand, the recognition of the Apennine bear as an Italian iconic endangered taxon, the possible risk of introducing aggressiveness genes and deteriorating the relatively peaceful human–bear coexistence in central Italy, and the current levels of variation at relevant immune and olfactory genes suggest avoiding genetic rescue. We call instead for an increase in conservation actions, such as reducing incidental killing and poaching, securing food resources (e.g., protecting local wild fruit plants), and favoring natural dispersal in unoccupied but suitable areas. If direct evidence of inbreeding depression will be reported in the future, the genetic rescue option should be reconsidered. This approach would allow the maintenance and the monitoring of this ongoing natural experiment of evolution and divergence at small population size that produced, rephrasing the work in ref. 72, a cherished group, precisely because it represents a divergent evolutionary lineage.

Methods

Sequencing, Mapping, SNPs, and Genotype Calling. Genomic DNA was extracted from blood and muscle tissue of 12 individuals; 6 from central Italy, 1 from northern Italy, 2 from Slovenia, 2 from Greece, and 1 from Spain. Samples were prepared for paired end (2 × 100) Illumina sequencing following the protocol described in ref. 73. In total, ~2.14 billion reads were uniquely mapped (SI Appendix, section S1.3) to 357 autosomal scaffolds (~2.16 Gb: 95.3% of the whole assembly) of the polar bear reference genome (22) with high confidence (Q ≥ 25). We included in our analyses data from two European brown bears from Sweden, six polar bears, and one black bear from previously published studies (22, 27). Eight individuals were sequenced at low coverage with an average sequencing depth of 2.4–6.3×, whereas the four remaining individuals were sequenced at higher coverage (from 14.4 to 16.5×). One sample from central Italy (APN1) was excluded because of too low coverage. Single-nucleotide variants and indels were jointly discovered in the 13 high-coverage individuals (SI Appendix, section S1.4) using the UnifiedGenotyper algorithm implemented in GATK, and the software ANGSD (74) was used to compute several measures of genetic variation in low-coverage samples integrating the genotype uncertainty (SI Appendix, section S1.5).

Long Regions of Homozygosity and Inbreeding Estimates. We calculated the Watterson estimator of θ in 50-kb overlapping windows, with 10-kb steps, over the 357 autosomal scaffolds, excluding windows with more than 30% missing sites. To quantify the proportion of the genome characterized by long regions of homozygosity in each individual, we explored the heterozygosity profile along the genome (SI Appendix, section S1.6). To identify long regions (≥1 Mb) composed of contiguous windows with less than 25 segregating sites (heterozygosity constantly lower than 0.0005). To quantify and compare the level of inbreeding across all individuals (SI Appendix, section S2), we adopted the methodology presented in ref. 25.

Demographic Analyses. To study the past population size variation through time, we first applied the PSMC method (29) to the high-coverage samples (SI Appendix, section S3.1). We further studied the recent demographic dynamics of the Apennine brown bear population by ABC skyline (35) using the genomic data from the five Apennine individuals (SI Appendix, section S3.2). To identify the strength of the population contraction that could have produced the accumulation of homozygosity regions in the Apennine brown bear, we performed coalescent simulations modeling the expected patterns of homozygosity regions in the genome under different demographic conditions (SI Appendix, section S3.3).

Neighboring Joining Tree on Nuclear and Mitochondrial Whole-Genome Distances. We used ANGSD to compute pairwise genomic distances between individuals (without calling genotypes) over 1,842,042,551 bp, and a neighbor-joining tree was also computed (SI Appendix, section S4). To reconstruct the mtDNA phylogeny, one illumina MiSeq lane (2 × 75-bp kit) was used to sequence 11 additional samples (6 from the Apennine, 3 from Slovakia, and 2 from Greece), producing ~20 million paired end reads. After aligning to the reference mitochondrial genome and quality filtering, 16,409 bp were used to reconstruct a neighbor-joining tree based on Hasegawa, Kishino, and Yano (HKY) pairwise distances (SI Appendix, section S6).
Population Structure Analyses. We inferred the individual-based genetic structure using the Bayesian population model implemented in STRUCTURE 2.3.4 (146). We analyzed each SNPs at a time and then only from any known gene not in repeated regions, separated by at least 150 kb to minimize linkage disequilibrium (7,971 unlinked SNPs) (SI Appendix, section S5.1). To further explore the evolutionary history of the Apennine brown bear population and estimate the posterior density of relevant demographic parameters, we developed a complex metapopulation model relating all European populations followed by an ABC approach simulating a nonequilibrium 100 demes finite island model (SI Appendix, section S5.2). A two-population isolation with migration model was also explored through an ABC approach to exclude recent or ongoing gene flow to or from the Apennine population (SI Appendix, section S5.3). Using the same statistical approach used to date the interruption of gene flow between modern humans and Neandertals (37), we estimated the time since complete isolation of the Apennine population from the central European population, counting the number of polymorphisms in one European individual for which an allele was sampled at random from one Apennine individual was derived one (F). To translate from F to time since population divergence, a calibration curve was built using coalescent-based simulations under a demographic scenario derived from previous analyses (SI Appendix, section S5.4).

Genomic Retention of Nonsynonymous SNPs. In coding regions, we selected all heterozygous sites in a single non-Apennine reference individual genotyped at high coverage, and we categorized them in nonsynonymous (n-syn) and synonymous (syn) sites. We then estimated the fraction of sites that were also polymorphic (P_syn and P_nsyn) in the five Apennine samples for syn and n-syn sites separately. Assuming that heterozygous sites in the reference genome are a proxy for the polymorphism in the Apennine ancestral population, P_syn, and P_nsyn should represent the probability of retaining a polymorphism during the Apennine population divergence (SI Appendix, section S8.1). This is a McDonald and Kreitman-type test (78) on all genes during the Apennine population divergence. We predict that P_nsyn and P_syn should be the same if drift is mainly driving the fixation of n-syn substitutions in the Apennine brown bear genomes. However, if balancing selection played an important role during the divergence of the Apennine brown bear, we predict that P_nsyn should be higher than P_syn. On the contrary, if directional selection is a major force, we expect that P_nsyn should be lower than P_syn.

Genomic Windows at High Variation. We analyzed the distribution of θW along the genome using 50-kb overlapping windows (with 10-kb steps) in the alignment of five non-Apennine brown bears, identifying the windows with average θ values (AveW) and the windows with top 1% values (TopW), which are the 50-kb windows with a θW within 10% of the global mean and with a θW higher than the 99th percentile, respectively. We then analyzed θW in the same windows with respect to the alignment of the five Apennine individuals, thus identifying regions overlapping with the TopW in the non-Apennine dataset (i.e., where high variation is retained more than expected by chance) (SI Appendix, section S5.2). We tested for enrichment of specific pathways for genes in such regions using the software REACTOME (77).

Fixed Differences Between Apennine and Non-Apennine Brown Bear Individuals. The whole nuclear genome was screened for fixed differences (i.e., sites where all five Apennine genomes and all eight non-Apennine genomes are monomorphic for a different allele) (SI Appendix, section S9.1). Fixed differences in the Apennine population in genes implying nonsynonymous substitutions were tested for deleterious effect using two different bioinformatic tools (Panther (78) and Polyphen (79)), and relationship with human diseases was identified using the Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) database. A similar analysis was performed on the mtDNA genome, comparing the unique Apennine population haplotype with 45 European sequences from public repositories and from our non-Apennine samples. In the case of the mtDNA, we looked for amino acids fixed in the Apennine sequence and present in the non-Apennine group at low frequency (SI Appendix, section S9.2).

Enrichment of Fixed Differences in Candidate Genes for Tame/Aggresive Behavior. Considering the behavioral differences suggested for the Apennine bear, we blinded tested if candidate genes previously associated with TA in other mammals showed a higher than expected signal of genetic divergence in comparison with other populations (SI Appendix, section S9.3). We analyzed 19 genes suggested as candidate determinants of a recent shift from an aggressive to a more docile temperament. For each gene, we counted the number of sites with fixed differences between the five Apennine bears genomes and five non-Apennine bears in a genomic region including the gene and two 10-kb windows upstream and downstream the gene (FD_A). To statistically verify if FD_A is larger than expected, we randomly sampled 10,000 sets of 19 genes and computed the FO value for each random set.
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